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 Module 4: Digital storytelling: decoding media 
languages (text, image, sound)
The first part of this lesson plan deals with knowledge about media languages and 
MIL added value.

The second part of this lesson plan, the MILAB, contains a hands-on approach to 
teaching about different media languages.

A few definitions (see glossary)

  Representations 
  Storytelling
  Long narrative forms
  Short narrative forms 
  Creativity

Outline

PART I Knowledge building

 1. Media languages before
 2. Media languages in the digital world
 3. Characteristics of images and texts
 4. Opportunities and risks
 5. Learning objectives, competences and MIL added value
 6. Evaluation
 7. Training materials 

PART II MILAB

 1. Stage 1 activities 
 2. Stage 2 activities
 3. Stage 3 activities 
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PART I (4x45min sessions) 
1. Media languages before (20 min)

  Before the digital era? from text to text as visual

From text…

 • Purpose of textual information: dissemination of information, organization of ideas, archiving infor-
mation, indexing information (for example libraries and media centres) 
 • Elements of textual information: words, glossaries, paragraphs, titles, styles…
 • Types of textual media: Text takes many formats (books, magazines, newspapers, posters)

Teacher tip:
You may want to introduce students to library search and types of classification, norms and conven-
tions for citation (MLA, APA…) 

… to text as visual

  Main text design elements:
  typeface (fonts, sizes, styles…)
  alphabets and numbers (special characters…)
  emphasis (highlights, italics, titles/sub-titles, …)
  layout (text-image relationship, margins, columns, alignments in page…)
  links and hyperlinks (bibliographies, footnotes, table of contents…) 

Teacher tip: 
Ask students to analyse the layout of a newspaper article or compare the design styles of different 
newspapers. For instance they can compare headlines and titles in fonts such as Helvetica vs. Times 
New Roman (they can explore them online or using their computer text processor). 
Many of the elements of text design are pre-formatted on word processing software and it is rele-
vant to make students aware of such software that they use without knowing the long history behind 
them).

  New short narrative forms exist alongside long narrative forms 

These changes affect digital storytelling, the way in which news and fiction is created. The design, layout 
and format of different media affect the way we read and write. It is important to understand the separate 
characteristics of different formats (visual, audio, textual design) and their combined potential for storytel-
ling (in video games, series, movies…). Today storytelling produces long narrative forms (TV series, book 
sagas, newspaper articles, graphic novels…) as well as short narrative forms (tweets, posts, “stories”…). 

2. Media languages in relation to the digital world (25 min)

  What’s new with digital media languages?

Visuals take over text
In a digital world visuals take over text because text becomes visualized on screens. Additionally, many 
visuals are embedded in text to a greater extent than ever before. 
Text is used in short narrative forms in blogs, wikis, online messaging and is incorporated into social media 
platforms alongside still images (photography) or animated images (film, video). 

Session 1:
45 min
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Images and visuals are accessible on their own, generating documents without text (for example, Google 
search allows access to “images” only or data visualization to monitor the weather). 

  Main Visual Design elements:
  composition (balance, focus on centre of interest, frame/off-frame…)
  movement (direction, visual flow, placement, position, patterns…)
  perspective (3D, 2D, rotation, …)
  rhythm (added value of sound, music, text…)

Multimedia content recombines text, image and sound
In digital world, sound is important in storytelling: podcasts, videoclips, music streaming platforms 
(Deezer, Spotify), videogames …
Many audio formats exist, like MP3 for compressing and transferring audio files or WAV (Microsoft) for 
video game sounds. Streaming services provide access to all kinds of musical styles and formats (Spotify, 
YouTube, …)

  Main sound design elements:
  Harmony, tonality
  Sound effects (anything except for dialogue and music)
  Music 

Mixing: combining sound elements (balance, rhythm)
  Pace and time editing (with or without images)
  Transitions (fading, silence/sound)

3. Characteristics of media languages

  Discussion: Characteristics of media languages according to you? 
(25 min)

  Building digital stories and editing them
  Being a “creator” (conceiving, mixing, remixing, creating play lists… even as 

an “amateur” or a “pro-am”)
  Uploading content (mixing, remixing…)
  Sharing contract + information contract (comments, collaboration with others)
  Participatory funding platforms (such as Kickstarter, GoFundMe and Indiegogo)
  Being aware of copyright issues

Teacher tip:
You can focus on only one of these themes. 
You can have the students explore platforms like Patron.com, Koffee.com to see how they can contri-
bute to funding their favourite authors.

Session 2:
45 min
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  Formats and examples of media languages and digital storytelling (20 min)
  video game
  infographics and data visualization
  webcasting and podcasting

Teacher tip: 
Let the students know that using peer-to-peer software can be a security risk to their computer, as 
viruses are often distributed by attaching them to music and image files. 

4. Opportunities and risks of media languages? (15 min)

  Discussion: What do you know about copyright? 

In 1996 more than 100 countries signed two World Intellectual Property Organiza-
tion (WIPO) treaties regarding the intellectual property of digital content. 

  In the EU, the Directive on copyright in the digital age was adopted in 2019. A 
creator of content automatically has copyright unless he/she waives it, including online. 

  In the USA, “fair use” in copyright allows the citation of long extracts, with exceptions for educational 
purposes.

  Creative Commons is a non-profit alternative to full copyright (like share-alike, where content can be used 
free of charge provided any changes are also shared with others). It tends to respond to the advent of the 
sharing contract with social media platforms and to the non-commercial sphere (see LP 1).

There are ethical considerations to copyright issues, and in particular plagiarism (due to the ease of mixing 
and remixing contents on social media platforms).

Teacher tip:
You may start by having the students reflect on how they use online resources themselves, and see 
if they are aware of copyright issues. Draw their attention on the risks of plagiarism as software to 
detect it is more and more available in schools and universities. 

Resource: 
“The artist in you”, in the handbook The Web We Want (http://www.webwewant.eu/fr/web/guest/inicio) pro-
vides a range of activities that lead young people to examine their own creativity and to learn more 
about plagiarism, copyright and much more.

Resource:
When you will have to publish a project online you may want to consider asking your students to pick 
a common licence of their choice: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/ The site is translated in many lan-
guages.

Session 3:
45 min
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Risk

Opportunities

Notions

  Opportunities and risks (20 min)

Everyone should be careful with illegal content. It can take many forms such as child pornography, defama-
tion and incitement to hatred against minorities. In media languages, it can take the shape of online hate 
speech or non-consensual “sexting”, defined as the act of sending suggestive and explicit content (often 
images and video messages, via phone, computer, webcam or other devices). It has legal consequences 
but it can also impact e-reputation and e-presence (because of the amplification on social media). 

Illegal content can put freedom of expression and opinion to the test: it touches the limits of what is ac-
ceptable or not acceptable in society, what is tolerated or not tolerable, for instance certain forms of hate 
speech. 

Teacher tip:
Many countries have a hotline for reporting illegal content.

Resources:
In the EU, INHOPE is a network of national hotlines. The hotlines work together with internet service 
providers (ISPs) and the police and can help you deal with illegal content.

  Opportunities and risks

• Theft, abuse
• Copyright abuse
• Piracy
• Illegal content
• Plagiarism

• Making money out of creative 
work
• Self-expression
• Amateur, pro-am contribution
• Sharing content

  Consumption of multimedia content has changed considerably with the 
arrival of the internet. People don’t have to buy a full CD, TV series or book, 
they can select separate elements and pay in itemized manner (for example, 
buying individual songs rather than an album on iTunes). 

  The business models for publishing and the music industry have also 
changed, from purchasing to subscription based on unlimited streaming on 
platforms.

  Decoding complex multimedia design is important for understanding the 
information factory and information disorders. 

  Digital storytelling is the capacity to produce long and short narrative forms using digital media lan-
guages, to convey messages to a target public. Beyond literature and the arts, it has become a tool in 
many sectors such as politics (to manipulate opinion) or social advocacy (to call attention to a cause).

  Digital storytelling can combine the expectations of the sharing contract (emotion, authenticity, 
proximity) and the requirements of the information contract (quality, source verification, pro-
blem-solving).

• Media languages
• Storytelling Copyright
• Creativity
• Relationships
• Ethics

Summary
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5. Focus on COMPREHENSION and CREATIVITY competences (7C) 
(10 min)

  Comprehension: the competency that allows learners to understand the notions, functions and va-
lues of information.

  Creativity  enables users to master a range of higher cognitive skills, from analyzing data sources to 
sorting the meaning of text/image/sound and interpreting information.

See introduction and glossary
Source: Savoir*Devenir

These are all higher cognitive skills that rely on learning through play and self-directed projects. 

Building Students’ critical thinking: AIR

• Decode text
• Decode image
• Decode sound design 
elements

ANALYSE

• The licence of any content you 
want to use/reuse
• The quality of storytelling

INTERPRET

• Publish safely with awareness of 
copyright
• Support fair online copyright models 
• Signal to hot lines in case of trespass

REACT

Consumption

Comprehension Creativity
Critical Thinking

Citizenship Cross-cultural 
communication

Collaboration & 
conflict(s) resolution
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  MIL competences break-down categories/indicators of Comprehension and Creativity 
competences

Students should be able to

  MIL added Human Right value
  Freedom of expression

6. Evaluation (45 min)

Go to an online website for a newspaper/magazine and ask students to evaluate 
the text, images and the design principles (at least 2) they recognize, following the 
media content and design grid below (to be reused during MILAB) 

Areas Question Evaluation by student: 

Describe and assess coherence.  
Justify your answers

Design principles

Image Composition?

Sound Rythm?

Text Word Emphasis?

Audience & message

Producer Who wrote or produced this message?

Target Who is the target audience/community?

Purpose Why was the example produced?

Key message What is the key message of the example?

Medium What medium was chosen?  
What platform was used? 

7. Training support materials 

  References to other materials and resources
  Useful links for pedagogical animation
  Glossary
  Useful software for MIL integration in learning outcomes (online resources by country) 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10wxgYEe9O8GiSKo8kTjv8uQqpkOeHJp5_k0ytBcZsdU/edit?usp=sharing

Describe the codes and conventions of media languages (text, image, sound)

Understand the way media messages are organized and disseminate content 

Choose the type of language and codes to apply for personal/collective use

Produce and evaluate creative multimedia storytelling using media languages

Describe how media languages are produced and disseminated

Examine critically and identify the effectiveness of the information conveyed

Recall the choices of copyright, fair use and Creative Commons regarding online outputs

Session 4:
45 min
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PART II. MILAB 
(4 x 45 min sessions, according to allotted schedule for MIL)

MILAB activities are devised according to the three stages (1-beginning, 2-consoli-
dating and 3-deepening). The three stages are indicative: they can be followed as 
suggested below or used in a ‘plug-in’, modular approach depending upon the time 
allotted to MIL and/or the level of outcome desirable.

They involve several pedagogical activities including: workshops, role play, written exercises and games. 
They explore different media formats such as blogs, videos and web articles in order to build students’ criti-
cal thinking skills (AIR).

EXPLORING Multimedia design and CREATIVITY: 
Contributing to multimedia presentation/digital storytelling presentation (text, visuals, 
sounds) via script, storyboard and infographics. 

STAGE 1 (15-16): 
Understanding sound and storytelling

  Sound analysis and storytelling 45 min 

Videoclips on YouTube (the MTV of the digital era, motto: “Broadcast yourself”)
Ask students to get into small groups. Make them choose a music video they like. Have them fill the 
key elements of sound content and design:
  purpose of audio information 
  elements of audio information 
  visuals associated 
  comments associated (engagement, rankings, likes…)
  copyright issues

Teacher tip:
YouTube is the default global site for music sharing among young people. You may want to also 
point them to Bandcamp, SoundCloud, Deezer or Spotify for alternatives.

  Sound analysis and storytelling (continued) 45 min

Have the small groups continue exploring their video clip of choice.
Make them go online to gather as much information as possible on their chosen song, especially its 
uses of storytelling for “social advocacy”.

Resources:
“Apes**t” The Carters (2018)   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbMqWXnpXcA 
“Born this Way” Lady Gaga (2011)   www.youtube.com/watch?v=wV1FrqwZyKw 
“God’s Plan” Drake (2018)    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpVfcZ0ZcFM 
“This is America” Childish Gambino (2018)  www.youtube.com/watch?v=VYOjWnS4cMY 
“Lemonade” Beyonce    https://youtu.be/gM89Q5Eng_M

  Evaluation and feedback 45 min

Listen to music pieces from the 60ies like “We Shall Overcome” (Pete Seeger or Joan Baez, 1963) or 
“Blowin’ in the Wind” (Bob Dylan, 1963). Show how they are part of “politicized rock” and use music as 
storytelling for counterculture. Discuss how they denounce the Vietnam war and plead for Civil rights. 

Alternately:
Pick an example of politically engaged music from your own country and present it to your classmates.

To go further
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STAGE 2 (16-17): 
Mastering visual infographics and interfaces

  Visual analysis and storytelling 45 min 

Memes: Pepe the frog 
Have your students get into small groups and look at a famous meme: Pepe the frog (the under-
ground avatar of Kermit the frog, created by Matt Furie).  
Explore its meme bank: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Pepe_the_Frog

  

See its origins (teenager cartoon); explore its different avatars (Trumpepe) and how they are used in 
politics (for example, during elections). 

Help the students discuss the following ideas applied to Pepe:
  purpose of visual information: attract attention, synthesize many points, create new meanings, 

help memorize…
  elements of visual information : line, contrast, texture, colour, shape, volume and thickness, 2D 

or 3D…
  types of visual media for memes : still images, animated images, infographics charts, comic 

strips…
  copyright issues: Matt Furie (he sued for abuse of copyright and tried to “kill” his character.)

  Visual analysis and storytelling (continued) 45 min 

Memes: meme banks
 • Focus on memes at large, beyond the precise example of Pepe the frog.
 • Explore similar outputs online to further compare: for example, look at other meme banks 

about local politicians and consider their visual efficiency. 

  Making infographics (continued) 45 min 

Memes: advocacy campaign
Team study (2 or 3)
  Identify a theme that has social or ethical or political implications (in MIL), around the digital 

footprint, the digital divide, stereotypes, cyber-bullying for instance
  Construct a meme for a local campaign (anti cyber bullying, pro-environment …)
  Choose a publishing tool 
  Assemble the facts in a visual manner, using some visual design principles (reuse a meme if 

need be) and some available infographics (stats, charts…)
  Publish it (if you feel comfortable with it)
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STAGE 2 (continued):

  Evaluation and feedback 45 min 

Ask students to evaluate their project according to the media content and design grid: 

Areas Question Evaluation by student:
 
Describe and assess coherence. 
Justify your answers

Design principles

Image Composition?

Sound Rythm?

Text Word Emphasis

Audience & message

Producer Who wrote or produced this message?

Target Who is the target audience/community?

Purpose Why was the example produced?

Key message What is the key message  
of the example?

Medium What medium was chosen?  
What platform was used? 

STAGE 3 (18-19): 
Building a sustainable multimedia storytelling

  Multimedia production on social media 45 min

Use mobile phones to record and exchange videos on cultural aspects of the students’ country (musi-
cal scene, theatre scene, exhibits…).

Make them deal with notions of fair use, permissions and credits (photo, video)

  Production audiovisuelle sur les médias sociaux (continued) 45 min

Once they have their “story” (for Instagram, Snapchat…), make them reflect on the media content and 
design grid:
  purpose of multimedia information 
  elements of multimedia information 
  types of multimedia storytelling: Facebook live, Snapchat stories …
  copyright issues

  Multimedia production on social media (continued) 45 min

Have the students revise their “story” according to compliance with media content and design grid 
and feedback from others
Have them publish their “story”, if they feel comfortable with it
When possible, have them follow up on comments, engagements, likes…

Teacher tip:
You can encourage your students to create interactive activities (quizzes, surveys…) with sof-
tware and websites such as Quia (www.quia.com/web). They can create interactive stories with 
Active Worlds or Sim City simulation games

  Evaluation and feedback 45 min

Have the students write a short essay in which they reflect and evaluate the effectiveness of their “story”. 
They can use the media content and design grid to focus on the items they felt more important.
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